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Abstract
The thesis consists of four chapters connected by their methodology, data usage and shared
focus on wages and inequality. The content of the individual chapters are summarized in
the following abstracts.

Chapter 1: Wage Structure and Inequality: The Role of Observed
and Unobserved Heterogeneity
This study aims to contribute to the literature of firms and occupations as prominent
drivers of wage-inequality in multiple ways. First, we synthesize novel modelling approaches
of recent studies in the field and use administrative linked employer-employee panel data
from an Eastern European country, Hungary, to assess the contribution of individual, firm
and job heterogeneity – and their interactions – to overall wage inequality. Consistent
with earlier findings from Western Europe, Scandinavia, the US and Brazil, we show that
firm heterogeneity provides around 22%, individual heterogeneity 50%, and occupational
heterogeneity 8% of overall wage dispersion, with wage sorting between firms and individuals
in itself explaining around 9%. Notably, around half of this contribution is accountable to
observable sub-components of individual and firm wage effects. Also, the same magnitude of
assortativity can be found between individuals and occupations. Utilizing unique features of
our data, we compare mathematics and literature test score records of 10th grade students
to their future labor market outcomes, finding a positive correlation between test scores and
future firm value added, a direct evidence for assortative matching in productivity. Finally,
we assess sorting along observable characteristics such as gender, education, occupation,
worker age, and the ownership of employers.

Chapter 2: A Fixed-effect Approach to Estimating Rent-sharing
Elasticities
The paper provides rent-sharing elasticity estimates from Hungarian administrative linked
employer employee panel data. By combining recent advances in the literature of rentsharing and firm-specific wage premia, we propose an estimation design which relies on
within-firm identification of wage effects of inter-temporal productivity changes of the firm,
while also controlling for the heterogeneity in the firm’s workforce composition, but still
incorporating information on the wages of both stayers and job-switchers. Hence this
approach intends to solve the selectivity issues present in the state-of-the-art specification of
productivity-wage pass-through estimations. The estimated OLS elasticites range between
0.05-0.16, while estimates relying on internal instruments, such as past productivity, range
between 0.12-0.18 across the established specifications. The selectivity problem turns out
to be only a second-order issue.
A second set of results focuses on heterogeneity of firms with respect to their rent-sharing
behaviour. We find that, while the wage-productivity relation in cross-sectional research
designs is weakest in agriculture, firms of this sector show the strongest response to intertemporal changes of productivity. Finally, we test whether firms share their rents differently

with different sub-groups of their workers as such phenomena can be a prominent source of
within-firm wage differences. Even after accounting for the possible non-random sorting of
workers into firms with different firm-specific pass-through rates, we find significantly higher
wage reactions for males, more educated workers, and for those in better occupations, and
minor differences for those with more seniority in the given firm. The gender differences
are also found to be stable across different occupations and firm types.

Chapter 3: Decomposition of Co-worker Wage Gains
Joint work with Virág Ilyés, published as Boza and Ilyés (2020)
We address the presence, magnitude and composition of wage gains related to former coworkers, and discuss the mechanisms that could explain their existence. Using Hungarian
linked employer-employee administrative data and proxying actual co-workership with overlapping work histories, we show that the overall wage gain attributable to former co-workers
consists of multiple elements: a contact-specific, an individual-specific, a firm-specific and
a match-specific component. Former co-workers, beside the direct effect of their presence
may funnel individuals into high-paying firms, enhance the sorting of good quality workers
into firms, and may contribute to the creation of better employer-employee matches. By
introducing and applying a wage-decomposition technique, we demonstrate that there are
non-negligible differences between linked and market hires in all empirically separable wage
elements. By focusing on specific scenarios, we provide additional empirical evidence in
favor of employee referral and information transmission as the main drivers of co-worker
gains.

Chapter 4: Wage Gains from Foreign Ownership: Evidence from
Linked Employer-Employee Data
Joint work with János Köllő and László Balázsi, published as Köllő et al. (2021)
We compare the wages of skilled workers in multinational enterprises (MNEs) versus domestic firms, the earnings of domestic firm workers with past, future and no MNE experience,
and estimate how the presence of ex-MNE peers affects the wages of domestic firm employees. The analysis relies on monthly panel data covering half of the Hungarian population
and their employers in 2003–2011. We identify the returns to MNE experience from changes
of ownership, wages paid by new firms of different ownership, and the movement of workers
between enterprises. We find high contemporaneous and lagged returns to MNE experience
and significant spillover effects. Foreign acquisition has a moderate wage impact, but there
is a wide gap between new MNEs and domestic firms. The findings, taken together, suggest
that MNE employees accumulate partly transferable knowledge, valued in the high-wage
segment of the local economy that is connected with the MNEs via worker turnover.
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